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Diamond Mountain University
In-Depth Course 1
Teachings of the Future Buddha:
The Uttara Tantra of Maitreya
Reading Four: The Sun of the Holy Dharma
Neither Is nor Isn’t
Here begins our discussion of the Dharma Jewel, with the root text of The Latter Part
followed by Gyaltsab Je's commentary:

k#$-6m#-1{+-1m,-9}+-1m,-9}+-1{+-1-9m,-9}+-1{+-;=-#6,-`o8$-k
k0K#-.:-1m-ao=-${=-3n#-+$-K;-=}-=}-:$-#m=-:m#-6m-0k
kHm-1{+-9{-<{=-8}+-7{:-'$-X,-+1m#=-.-\o,-;-&#=-.-+$-k
k&$-+$-:0-:m0-M1-.:-8'}1=-14+-+1-&}=-(m-1-+{-;-8`o+k
yae nasn! n c sn! n caip sdsn! naNy>
stae nastae =zKys! tkRiytum! iné®ypgt> àTyaTmve*> izv>,
tSmE xmRidvakray ivml}anavÉasiTv;e
svaRlMb[ ragdae;itimrVya"atkÇeR nm>,
I bow down to the sun of the holy Dharma:
To that thing which cannot be imagined
As either something which does not exist,
Or which does exist, nor which does
And doesn't, nor which is other than both;
To that thing which is free of logic,
Which is known by each one individually,
Peace, where there is no more impurity,
Possessed of the rays of wisdom's light;
Which acts to destroy, completely,
Our attachment and dislike and blindness
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As we look upon all objects.

#(m=-.-&}=-+!},-1&}#-;-#(m=k 131=-^:-0-+$-k +},-0<+-.8}k k+$.}-,mk
Here secondly is our explanation of the Jewel of the Dharma. We proceed in two steps: a
bridge to the previous section, followed by an explanation of this new point. Here is the
first step.

=$=-W=-+!},-1&}#-%{=-){k *}0-A-1*:-*v#-.8m-+0$-`o-A=-,k =$=-W=+!},-1&}#-0J{=-.-+{-;=-8#}#-;1-1*:-*v#-.8m-&}=-+!},-1&}#-8Av$-08m-+},-9m,>mk `o=-<m-:m1-.-%},-.-1-9m,-){k "-#+$=-,=-(;-6{=-.-06m,-,}kk
If we speak of the “Jewel of the Buddha” in terms of reaching the ultimate attainment,
what we're saying is that—when you reach the Buddha Jewel—then this produces the
Dharma Jewel, in the sense of the ultimate form of the cessation and the path. This
though is not to imply that there is a progression between the two events as far as time:
we could compare this to the expression, “Opening her mouth, she sleeps.”

#,=-!0=-<m-+0$-`o-A=-,k =$=-W=-,=-&}=-<m-8"}:-;}-0!}:-0=-#`o;-A8mWv+-;-8#}#-;1-8Av$-%{k 8+m:-,m-#(m=-!-%},-.:-<{=-.:-A8}kk
There is though a temporal progression in the sense that Buddhas turn the Wheel of the
Dharma, and this produces both cessations and the path within the minds of their
disciples. You should understand that both senses are indicated here.

#(m=-.-;-#=v1k 0%,-.-+$-k 0<+-.-+$-k 0%,-0<+-^:-08}k
k+$-.}-,mk #$-6m#-8/#=-.-+1-.-M1=-<m=-0%{,-.:-A-0=-,-+1-.8m-&}=-<m-(m1-+{-;-8`o+-+}k k(m-1-;1-0+{,-808-6m#-#m-=+-.:-`o-0<+-<$-({=-.-1{+-+}kk
Here secondly is our explanation, which will proceed in terms of the teaching, the
explanation, and the correlation between the two. The first goes like this: “I bow down to
the sun of that Dharma which is the highest, since it is that thing which those highest
realized beings rely upon.” There's no problem here if you say, alternately, that the sun
refers more specifically to the truth of the path alone.
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9},-),->m-=+-.:-'m-W-0v-+$-X,-6{-,k 8#}#-.-+$-;1->m-0+{,-.-#(m=-<m=0&r=-.-%{k 8#}#-.8m-0+{,-.-;-:$-06m,-M1-+#-#m-&-0<+-.-+$-k Q}-0v:-M1+#-0<+-.8}kk
What high qualities does this sun possess? These qualities are included into two of the
four truths: the truth of cessation and the truth of the path. The truth of cessation itself
involves two parts: natural purity, and achieved purity—and we shall explain each of
these separately.

+$-.}-;-#(m=-'$-+$-0%=-.8m-<{=-.=-:$-#m=-K}#=-A-1-9m,-.-+$-k #6,>m=-K}#=-A-1-9m,-.-+$-k #(m=-'$-ao0-.8m-3u;->m=-K}#=-.:-A8}kk
The first of these two is not something that one can perceive with a state of mind which
still involves duality. Neither can it be perceived through another. Rather, it is perceived
by means of suspending duality.

+$-.}-,mk &}=-#$-9$-1{+-.-+$-9}+-.-+$-9}+-1{+-#(m-#-+$-+{-;=-#6,-`o8$9}+-1{+-#(m=-!-1-9m,-.-:$-06m,->m=-Es0-.:-K}#-.:-1m-ao=-.=-c}=-.8m-1*8-06m+$-K;-08}kk
Here we are speaking first of that thing which is free of the four extremes—four ways of
projecting something onto a thing. It is free in this way because you cannot imagine it to
be, through its very nature, either something which does not exist; or which does exist; or
which both exists and doesn’t exist; or which is any other way (which is to say, neither
existent nor non-existent).

8E{;-.8m-8>v:-W:-0<+-.:-A-0-9m,-.=-+{-W:-0<+-<mk P-3n#-_p-+##-a-+$-.}#=v1-+$}=-=v-^:-,=-0\w:-0-,m-8E{;-.8m-8>v:-;=-1m-0+{8}kk
The way I've explained it here follows the translation of the commentary; using the
translation of the root text version where the first three terms of negation are applied
directly is somewhat less comfortable than doing it from the commentary.
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P-08m-8>v:-W:-0<+-,k 1{+-.-:$-06m,->m=-Es0-.-1m,-.-+$-k 9}+-.-:$06m,->m=-Es0-.-1m,-.-+$-k 9}+-1{+-#(m=-!-:$-06m,->m=-0au0-.-1-9m,-.-6{=0<+-<mk +},-+1-.:-9}+-.-9$-1-9m,k +},-+1-.:-1{+-.-9$-1-9m,k 6{==}#=-c}=-.8m-1*8-06m-+$-K;-0:-8&+-.-,m-/,-3u,-($=-8#;-;-0K{,-.8m-+$}=8#;->m-#,}+-.-;=-;{#=-.:-0G;-,=-1v-%}:-e-0-9m,-,}kk
If you explain the verse from the translation found in the root text, you'd say that nonexistence is not something which exists by nature; existence is not something that exists
by nature; and both existence and nonexistence together are not something that exists by
nature. If however you explain the lines as expressing a freedom from the four extremes
of projection in the sense of being neither ultimately existent nor ultimately non-existent,
then you are just making nonsense noise, because then you miss completely the direct
contradiction—a contradiction wherein one side of a pair represents all that is not the
other side of the pair.

"}-0}-%#-:$-;v#=-;-&}=-0+{,-.:-Es0-.-+$-k 0+{,-.=-%}$-.-#(m=-;k "=1m-;{,-.=-[},-1{+-+}k k6{-,k 8}-,-#(m=-!-"=-;{,-.-'m-W:-+## k
Now suppose someone replies to this criticism as follows:
In actuality there's no such problem, because our own position is to accept
neither the idea that things could exist in truth, nor the idea that they are
devoid of any truth.
“Well then,” we respond. “How is it then that you refute those who do believe in these
two?”

&}=-0+{,-%}$=-9}$=-=v-0%+-,-0+{,-Es0-M1-0%+-;-"{#=-.=-#(m=-!8m-#6m-1*v,"=-;{,-.-8#;-;}-6{-,k
And suppose the person answers as follows:
When you establish on the one hand that things are empty of any true
existence, it's because you have denied on the other hand that things have
any true existence. As such, it would be a contradiction to accept that
there could be one thing which were both.
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&}=-0+{,-Es0-M1-0%+-;-"{#=-.=-0+{,-%}$-9}$=-=v-#%}+-+#}=-.8m-@m:k +$}=8#;->m-9->;-#$-9$-"=-1m-;{,-.-9$-<m,-_p-8#;-;}kk
But the fact is that you have to establish the lack of any true existence, on the one hand,
by denying on the other hand that things could have any true existence. And so it's
extremely contradictory not to accept either one of the sides of a direct contradiction.

"}-0}-%#-;-"=-;{,-%t$-7+-21-9$-1{+-.=-+{-+#-#m=-1m-#,}+-+}k k6{-,k 3u;Dm1=-<$-"=-1m-;{,-.=-Gy+-.-808-6m#-_p-8>v:->mk 1$},-.:-1*}$-0-,m-1-9m,,}kk
And now suppose that someone says:
Actually, we believe that you can't hold any positions at all on anything.
Therefore none of your arguments can hurt us at all.
Well then, since you also wouldn't accept any notion of an ethical life at all, you're just
headed for trouble, and nothing more. It's not as if you’ve had any deep understanding of
things.

0%,-0%}=-8+m8m-+},-M1-.:-:m#-.-21->m-3u;-0%,-.:-14+-.-,m-P-8E{;-#(m=-!+$-1m-8Em#-%{-8&+-.:-8>v:-:}kk
Now some people have said that the meaning of our particular text here represents the
system of the Mind-Only School. This idea is wrong both according to the root text, and
also the commentary. We'll say more about that later.

#(m=-.-,mk 0I}+-A{+-<m-a-+$-k 9v;-1m-=}-=}8m-!+-+$-k 8+m8m-+},->m=-,8+m-6{=-.8m-${=-3n#-;-0K{,-,=-K}#=-3u;-Q}#=-.8m-3u;->m=-K}#=-.-+$-K;-0=#6,-;-0K{,-,=-K}#=-A-1-9m,-.8}kk
Here secondly is the explanation. This Dharma is not something that you can realize by
depending on someone else, since—if you depended upon expression in the form of
words; or upon any one of the various languages of the world; or upon some kind of
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logic, where you said “This is this, because that is that”—then you would be “free of” or
without any kind of realization of this Dharma that was realized in a complete way.

#=v1-.-,mk 8/#=-.-M1=-<m-1(1-#6#-=}-=}-:$-#m=-#(m=-'$-ao0-.8m-3u;>m=-:m#-.:-A8}k k+{-+#-#m=-$}-0}-+$-9v;-%,->m-"}-,=-8#}#-0+{,->m-:$-06m,M1-+#-#m-&-0%,-)}kk
Here thirdly is the correlation between the teaching and the explanation. This dharma is
only something which can be known by realized beings, each one individually, in a way
in which all duality is suspended, in a deep state of meditation. All of this is
indicating—by way of mentioning the essence and the subject state of mind
involved—that part of the truth of cessation which involves natural purity.

#(m=-.-;-#(m=k P-0-1{+-.-+$-k #6m-1{+-.8}k k&r#-0#;->m-P-0-;=+$-k 8+}+-&#=-;-=}#=-.8m-(},-1}$=-.-+$-k &r#-0#;->m-#6m-0+{,-.:6{,-.-3u;-06m,-1-9m,-.8m-9m+-;-A{+-.-\o,-0K#=-+$-[,-[{=-<m-=-0},-%m-:m#=-.#({,-.}=-0%}1-.8m-"}-,=-6m-0-Q}-0v:-M1-+#-#m-8#}#-.8}kk
Here is our second point from above, which we discuss in two parts: how there is no
more root, and how there is no more foundation. Peace, or the cessation which involves
purity that is achieved, is reached through using a spiritual antidote to destroy any of the
following: (1) the root of all suffering—ignorant actions and the mental afflictions of
ignorant desire and so on; and (2) the foundation of all suffering, which is looking at
things the wrong way—holding that they exist in truth—and the seeds for this tendency,
whether it be the learned or inherent form.

#(m=-.-;1-0+{,-;-+#-.-+$-k #=;-0-+$-k #({,-.}8}k k+$-.}-,mk
0+#-1{+-1$},-=v1-`o-K}#=-.8m-<{=-:0-(m+-am0-.8m-=-0},-%m-:m#=-.8m-Hm-1-1{+-.8}kk
The second category then involves the truth of the path; here we cover the purity, the
removing, and the antidote. The first is described with the words “There is no more of
the impurity of any of the seeds that obstruct the wisdom which directly perceives the
lack of any self-existence.”
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#(m=-.-,mk +{-"}-,-(m+-1$},-=v1-`o-K}#=-.8m-9{-<{=-<m-8}+-7{:->m-'$-0-+$-X,-.8}k
k1(1-#6#-M1-.:-1m-K}#-.8m-9{-<{=-<m=-7m,-.8m-I{=-*}0-<m-9{-<{=-<$-;1-0+{,-`o<{=-.:-A8}kk
The second is described with the words “It is possessed of the rays of light of the wisdom
which perceives suchness directly.” You should also realize that the wisdom whcih
comes after the direct perception, still imbued with the wisdom of that deep meditation,
beyond all images, also constitutes the truth of the path.

#=v1-.-,mk #7v#=-;-=}#=-.8m-9v;->m-+1m#=-.-\o,-;-&r#-.:-a}-0)#=-,=:$-#m-$}-0}8m-"}-,=-9m+-8}$-`o-1*}$-08m-&#=-.-+$-1m-&r#-.:-a}-0)#=-,=-W0-<m=@}#=-.8m-M1-.-%,->m-&$-0-+$-O}$=-.8m-:0-:m0-M1-.:-8'}1=-.:-14+-.8m-+1&}=-(m-1-+{-;-8`o+-+}kk
The third is described with the words “I bow down to the sun of the holy Dharma, which
acts to destroy, completely, our tendency to look upon all objects—things such as visible
form and the rest—and make them into something attractive, thus creating an attachment
which believes that something could be pretty in and of itself; and also destroys that
tendency to make these things into something unattractive, thus creating a dislike which
believes that something could be the opposite; and finally destroys the blindness, the dark
ignorance, itself.

8+m=-+$}=-=v-*{#-.-0-&{,-.}8m-8#}#-;1-0%,-;k 1m$-1*v,-.-21->m=-:$-=$=W=-<m=-:$-Wv+-;-+},-`o-#({:-A8m-&}=-+!},-1&}#-<$-8+m:-a8m-0I}+-A-1-9m,-9$8+m-+#-;-0K{,-,=-#}-0:-A8}k
All of this is presenting, in a direct way, the truth of cessation of those on the greater
way. And just because that involves the same sort of wording, it is also indicating that
Dharma Jewel which is the object of the aspirations of the self-made buddhas. Even
though that's not what the actual text here is talking about, you can understand it from the
verse.
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The Way it All Begins

k#(m=-.-;-#(m=k 8"}:-0:-8'v#-.8m-:m1-.-0%,-.-+$-k 8"}:-08m-Wv8m-#2~0}-$}=-07v$-07v$-08}k k+$-.}-;k 1+}:-0%,-.-+$-k W=-.:-0<+-.-+$-k
+},-0&r-08}kk
Our second point from above will be covered in two parts: presenting the stages by which
one becomes trapped in the cycle of suffering; and identifying the principal causes of this
cycle. For the first of these we'll give an overview; then an expanded explanation; and
finally a summary.

+$-.}-,mk *:-.-*}0-.8m-#{#=-<$-9$-+#-.-1-9m,-.8m-+$}=-.}-0+{,-84n,->m-R}+1m#=-.-#$-;-+1m#=-,=-[{-08m-Wv-13,->m=-9v;-84n,-%$=-<m-9v;-`o->v:-.0+{,-Es0-+$-k #$-;-+1m#=-,=-[{-08m-#6m-#$-7#-+$-/v$-.}-0+{,-.:-9m+-;A{+-.-0#-&#=-8'}#-A{+-`o-#},-`o-8E}-0-%,-0#-;-(;-=-0},-+$-\o,-,=-X$-01$},->v:-+$-X,-.-;=-8+}+-&#=-[{-08}kk
Here is the first. Now the obstacle for achieving freedom is that impure state of mind
which grasps to things as existing in truth. No matter what object we focus upon, this
state of mind grows, causing us to believe that the object we are seeing exists in truth.
The kind of object we are focussing upon—the basis from which this state of mind
grows—could be the person, or their heaps. Our way of looking at it then plants a mental
seed, and had its own previous mental seed too. That seed has begun to sprout within us
in its manifest form, and from this grows our feelings of ignorant liking for something.

`o#-#=v1->m-[{-3u;-,mk 0#-;-(;-;=-,m-9$-+#-.-1-9m,-.-&r#-.-=}#=-+{8m-:$06m,-1-9m,-.8m-+$}=-.}-Am=-.-M1=-;-8+}+-&#=-0[{+-.=-,-&r#-.8m-M1-.:-:1k
Here next is how the three poisons grow in us. People who are still children start to feel
ignorant desire because the mental seed which was dormant grows, making them see
things in a wrong way—as being attractive or whatever when they are not actually this
way by nature. That is to say, they are making things seem attractive.
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6{-&$-0[{+-.=-"}$-D}-08m-M1-.:-:1k #)m-1v#-0[{+-.=-1-:m#-.8m-M1-.=-a}8+}#=-.8m-3u;-1m,-9m+-A{+-<m-Wv-13,-`o-0#-;-(;-+{-8>v:-:}kk
Or else they start to feel ignorant disliking for things—and they are giving themselves the
emotion of anger. Or else they start to get the blindness of ignorance itself: looking at
things the wrong way, and for this reason planting another dormant seed.

#(m=-.-,mk 8+}+-&#=-=}#=-[{-08m-Wv-13,-9$-+#-.-1-9m,-.-0+{,-84n,-=-0},+$-0%=-.81k 9$-+#-.-1-9m,-.-&r#-.-=}#=-=v-a}-8+}#=-.-+{-9$-9v;-;+1m#=-.:-A{+-.8m-3u;-06m,-1-9m,-.-#$-7#-+$-/v$-.}-0+{,-.:-9m+-;-A{+-.=={1=-9}$=-=v-;{,-)}kk
Here secondly we identify the main causes for the cycle. The reason why we develop
feelings of ignorant liking for things is our tendency to hold that things exist in
truth—our wrong way of looking at things—along with the seeds for this tendency. Then
making things attractive or whatever, looking at them the wrong way, is a way of looking
at things that can focus either on the person or on the heaps—looking at them as true. As
such, it is all our mind's fault.

={1=-3u;-06m,-1-9m,-.:-9m+-;-A{+-.:-#,=-.-+{-+#-;k 8+}+-&#=-=}#=\o,-_p-]}+-.:-8>v:-:}k k+{-+#-#6m-+{-;=-"}-#=v1->m=-0&r=-.8m-0=}+-,1=-+$-k
0=}+-,1=-1-9m,-.-+$-k 1m-#9}-08m-;=-<$-1$},-.:-8`o-A{+-+}k k;=-;=<$-9$-Nm+-@m-1:-(m$-131=-^}:-08m-[{-0-I{=-=v-8K{;-0-"}-,:-8>v:-:}kk
The habits of ignorantly liking things, and the rest, occur with those who are stuck in
seeing things the wrong way. People like this start from this foundation, and go on to
carrying out deeds, or karma—actions of the three doors, whether they be meritorious, or
non-meritorious, or what we call “unshifting” karma. And it is only from this kind of
karma, only from this kind of connection, that one crosses the border into their next life.
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#=v1-.-,m-#}$-`o-'m-!+-0<+-.8m-3u;-+{-W:-,-Am=-.-0+{,-84n,->m-0#-;-(;-+$-X,.-0+{,-.:-Es0-.8m-13,-1:-84n,-.-%,k 6{=-.-,=k [{-0-\o,-8Av$-0:-8>v::}k k6{=-=}kk
Here third is our summary. The process described above is found in the words that go
“Therefore those children who possess the mental seed for holding that things exist truly
begin to 'grasp to signs' that these things exist truly...” up to “...and then they are born,
and this is the source of suffering.”

#(m=-.-,mk #$-6m#-1-($=-,-8"}:-0:-8'v#-%m$-k #$-6m#-($=-.-;=-*:.-*}0-.8m-8"}:-08m-Wv8m-#2~-0}-#$-9m,-6{-,k
Here is our second point from before. One may ask the following question:
What is the main cause of the cycle of suffering—what is it that, if we
cannot eliminate it, will keep us trapped in the cycle of suffering? What is
it that, if we can eliminate it, will allow us to attain freedom?

Am=-.-M1=-<m-(},-1}$=-.-+$-;=-+$-[{-08m-\o,-,=-(},-1}$=-.8m-M1-.-*1=-%+<$-#$-7#-+$-/v$-.}-:$-06m,->m=-%}$-.-Hm-1-+$-0%=-.8m-+{-06m,-(m+-"1=-#%m#9$-+#-.-'m-W-0-06m,-1-<{=-.-;=-8"}:-0:-:0-_p-8'v#-#}kk
People who are children are trapped in the cycle of suffering because there is something
that they fail to understand correctly, in just the right way. And this thing is their own
essence: the suchness which is still involved with impurity—the fact that both the person
and their heaps are empty of any nature of their own. Their failure to understand this
causes the entire negative side of their life: it causes all their mental afflictions, and then
makes them collect karma, and ultimately causes them to take again a suffering birth.

8+m=-%m-0%,-,-:$-06m,->m=-%}$-.8m-"1=-+{-1-<{=-.=-8"}:-0:-8"}:-0:-0%,.=-8"}:-0-;=-E};-0-;-+{-<{=-+#}=-.:-+},->m=-0%,-)}kk
And so what is the text trying to say here? It is saying that if you fail to understand your
own essence—that emptiness of any nature of your own—then you will need to circle
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again in the cycle of suffering. And it is saying too that, if you hope to free yourself from
the cycle, well then you must seek to understand this essence.

Curing the Sickness

k8"}:-08m-[{-8&m-*}#-1-1{+-+{:-8E}-08m-;1-,m-M1-.-Tk
k1m-#2$-0-;-Hm-6m1-1{+-06m,-8E}-T-+#-,-0+{-0-1{+k
k+{-9m-&r#-0#;-K#-_p-1{=-13~,-W-5-;-=}#=-:{#-[{=-06m,k
k*v#=-I{8m-cm,-;=-+1-&}=-&:-&{,-+{-:0-6m-A{+-:0-_p-80{0=k
Birth and death in the cycle of suffering
Has no beginning; and the ways
We can move through it are five.
Shit can never have a fragrance;
There is no happiness in the five types of birth.
The pain in this cycle is,
Every moment, like the pain
Produced by the touch of fire,
A weapon, or salt, or the like.
They send down a great rain
Of the holy Dharma from the clouds
Of their compassion, bringing a final end.

k+$-.}-,mk &r#-0#;->m-1{-:0-_p-8'm;-0-;=-,m-6{=-=}kk
The first point from above is covered in the words, “The fire of suffering is banished, and
then...”

#(m=-.-;-#(m=k $m$-I{8m-+1m#=-.-&r#-0#;->m-=+-.:-+$-k +{-6m-08m-*0=<m-=+-.:-:}k k+$-.}-;-#(m=-#$-`o-8"}:-08m-K{,-+$-k +{:-8"}:-08m-({=+1m#=-=}kk
The second point has two parts: the details of the suffering that compassion focusses
upon; and the details of the method to bring this suffering to an end. The first part itself
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has two sections, covering the place it is in which we circle, and the problems of
continuing to circle there.

+$-.}-,mk ;=-+$-(},-1}$=-.8m-+0$-#m=-8"}:-0:-[{-8&m-#%m#-,=-#%m#-_p0Wv+-.-;-*}#-18m-1*8-,1-9$-1{+-%m$-k 8"}:-0-X}#-.8m-&{+-`o-1-80+-,-*-18m1*8-9$-1{+-.=-*}#-1*8-1{+-.8m-8"}:-0-+{:-8E}-08m-;1-,m-:m#=-M1-.-T8}kk
Here is the first. There is absolutely no beginning end to the process we have gone
through, going from one birth and death to another in a continuous stream, due to our
karma and mental afflictions. And if we don't make any special efforts to stop this cycle,
then there won't be any stopping end to it either. And so we can say that this cycle of
suffering has neither beginning nor end. The ways we can move through the cycle are the
five types of beings.

#(m=-.-,mk 1m-#2$-0-;-Hm-6m1-.-1{+-.-06m,-`o-8"}:-08m-;1-T-+#-,-0+{-0-:$13,-.-1{+-%m$-k &r#-0#;-@m:-0%}=-<m-0+{-0-21-;-0+{-0-:$-13,-.:-6{,-,=8"}:-0-+{-,-&r#-0#;-`o=-K#-_p-1{-+$-k 13~,-+$-k "-0-+$-O-;-W-3-;=}#=-.-:{#-.-;=-[{=-.8m-&r#-0#;-06m,-`o-&r#-0#;->m-:$-06m,-;=-1-8+=.8}kk
As for the cycle's problems, the fact is that shit can never have a fragrance. Just so, there
is no genuine happiness no matter which of the five types of birth you happen to take. In
fact, our attempts to get some relief from suffering are all we have to consider real
happiness. And so the pain we experience in this cycle is, for every moment we live, just
like the pain produced by the touch of a fire, or the cut of a knife, or the cold of snow, or
having salt poured into an open wound. It is never anything other than simple pain.

#(m=-.-;-#=v1k +1-.8m-&}=-%},-.:-14+-.-+$-k +{-;-0K{,-,=-8"}:-08m({=-+1m#=-"}$-`o-&u+-.-+$-k *:-.-*}0-.8m-&{+-`o-0+{,-06m8m-#,=-;v#=-#}1=.:-A-0:-0%,-.8}kk
The details of the method cover three parts themselves: presentations on the teaching of
the Dharma; utilizing this teaching to finally wake up to the problems of the cycle; and
meditating upon the nature of the four truths in order to attain freedom.
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+$-.}-,mk *v#=-I{8m-cm,-;=-+1-.8m-&}=-<m-&:-&{,-.}-8"}:-08m-&r#-0#;-+{-:0-_p6m-0:-A{+-.-:0-_p-80{0=-<m$-/0-.=-8"}:-08m-&r#-0#;-8'}1=-.:-A{+-+}kk
Here is the first. “They act to destroy the pain of the cycle, sending down a great rain of
the holy Dharma from the clouds of their compassion, bringing the suffering to a final
end, sending down the final rain.”

k[-;-8&m-8/}-1m-;-9}$=-3~;-&r#-0#;-6{=-A:-K}#=-.8m-@m:k
k<{=-:0-X,-.-[-1m8m-+0$-@v#-1&}#-;8$-1$},-.:-8+}+-1{+-+{k
k<{=-:0-+$-,m-+{-06m,-#<{#=-.8m-#=v$-:0-++-.8m-I{=-8K$=-;k
k8+m-,m-&r#-0#;-8+m-Wv-8+m-,m-8#}#-%{=-<{=-.=-1*}$-@m:-:}k
Among the worldly deities, there is the suffering
Of dying and moving; among humans,
There is the suffering of seeking possessions.
Because they have realized these points,
Those of wisdom have no desire to become
Even the greatest among gods and men.
They follow after wisdom, and after
Their belief in the high speech of Those Gone Thus.
They have eyes to see, for they understand
What was said: “This is suffering,
This is the cause, and this the cessation.

#(m=-.-,mk [-;-8&m-8/}-08m-&r#-0#;-+$-k 1m-;-;}$=-]}+-9}$=-=v-3~;-0;-=}#=-.8m-&r#-0#;-;}-6{=-A-0:-K}#=-.8m-@m:-*:-.-+},-#({:->m-R}-0%}=-1-1m,-.[{=-<m$-*:-08m-;1-"}$-`o-&u+-ao=-.8m-<{=-:0-+$-X,-.-[8m-+0$-.}-0W-Am,-+$8"}:-;}=-0\w:-0-=}#=-[-+$-1m8m-+0$-@v#-1&}#-;8$-1$},-.:-8+}+-.8m-N{+-.1{+-+{- Here is the second. “Among the worldly deities, there is the suffering of dying and
moving to a new rebirth. Among humans, there are the sufferings of seeking possessions
and so on.” Because they have realized these points, there are people who have been able
to develop the actual form of the aspiration to achieve freedom, and to gain the wisdom
that has the power to grasp the path to freedom. As such, they have no desire to become
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even the greatest among gods and men: worldly deities like Shakra, the king of the gods,
and the human World Emperors.

,$-#m-V{,-3u;-06m,-9m+-;-A{+-.-8"}:-08m-({=-+1m#=-+$-*:-.8m-/,-9},-"}$-`o-&u+ao=-.8m-<{=-:0-+$-,m-@m8m-V{,-#6,->m-a8m-0+#-(m+-+{-06m,-#<{#=-.8m-#=v$-:0-;9m+-&{=-.8m-++-.8m-I{=-=v-8K$=-,=-7#-.-+$-0%=-.8m-/v$-.}-8+m-,m-&r#-0#;+$-k ;=-+$-(},-1}$=-.-8+m-,m-Wv-\o,-8Av$-#m-0+{,-.-+$-k &r#-0#;8##=-.-8+m-,m-8#}#-.8m-0+{,-.-+$-k 0+#-1{+-1$},-=v1-`o-K}#=-.8m-<{=-:0,m-;1->m-0+{,-.-+#-#} k6{=-<{=-.=-1*}$-08m-@m:-:}kk
The reason for this is that, first of all, they possess the inner condition for this attitude:
they follow after the wisdom where they see things the right way, grasping fully the
problems of the cycle of pain, and the benefits of freedom. They also possess the
external condition for the attitude: they follow their faith, their belief in the high speech of
Those Gone Thus. That is, they have eyes to see—for they understand what the Buddhas
meant when they said, “These impure heaps, these parts of a normal person, are
suffering. Our deeds and mental afflictions are the cause: they are the truth of the source
of suffering. Stopping this suffering is the truth of cessation, and the wisdom which
perceives the lack of a self-nature to things is the truth of the path.”

k,+-,m-<{=-A-,+-<m-Wv-,m-($-A-;k
k0+{-#,=-*}0-A-*,-,m-0%{,-.:-A-0-W:k
k&r#-0#;-Wv-+$-+{-8#}#-.-+$-+{-06m,-;1k
k<{=-A-($-A-:{#-.:-A-6m$-0%{,-.:-Ak
Vyaixrœ }eyae Vyaixhetu> àhey> SvaSWy< àaPy< Ée;j< seVym! @vm!,
Ê>o< hetus! tiÚraexae =w mgaeR }ey< hey SpizRtVyae in;eVy>,
Our illness is something to be understood;
The cause is something to be eliminated;
Health is something to be achieved;
And medicine is something to be relied upon.
Suffering, and its cause, and its end
And just so the path are things
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To be understood, eliminated,
Contacted, and relied upon.

#=v1-.-,mk ,+-<m-({=-+1m#=-;{#=-.:-"}$-`o-1-&u+-,-,+-<m-Wv-(}$-8+}+-+$-k
,+-6m-08m-*0=-;-+},-#({:-1m-8Av$-0=-*}#-1:-,+-,m-({=-+1m#=-<m-"}-,=-<{=-.:A-0-+$-k
Here next is our third point, which is meditating upon the nature of the four truths in
order to attain freedom. Now if you don't fully understand the problems that being sick
with some kind of illness brings to you, then you can't really get the full desire to rid
yourself of that illness. Neither will you really aspire fully to following the method for
removing the illness. Thus we say that one should, at the very outset, come to a certain
understanding of the problems of our illness.

+{-9$-Wv-1-($=-.:-(}$-1m-ao=-.:-1*}$-,=-,+-<m-Wv-,m-($-.:-A-0-9m,-;-,+-7+.8m-0+{-0:-#,=-.-*}0-.:-A-0-+$-k ,+-<m-Wv-8#}#-.8m-*,-,m-0%{,-.:-A-0-W:k
And if you fail to rid yourself of the cause of your illness, then you will never be able to
get rid of the illness itself. Once you see this, you will see that the cause of an illness is
something to be eliminated, while stopping the illness and staying in a state of health and
happiness is something to be achieved. Finally, the medicine that stops the cause of the
illness is something to be relied upon.

*}#-1:-1m-K#-.-+$-&r#-0#;-;-=}#=-.-:$-]m8m-13,-(m+-<m-"}-,=-&r#-0#;-({=+1m # =-<m-" } - ,=-<{ = -.:-A-;k &r#-0#;-3|:-1-8+},-.-W:-(}$-1m-ao=-<m$-k
Wv-0!#-.8m-"}-,=-(}$-+#}=-0:-1*}$-,=-Wv-\o,-8Av$-#m-0+{,-.-($-A-+$-k
Just so, we must come to understand—at the very outset—that impermanence and
suffering and so on are, on a very broad basis, a kind of pain, a problem for us. And this
pain is not something that you can eliminate simply in the way that you would stop and
pull a thorn out of your foot. Rather, we need to stop the pain by eliminating its cause.
When we see this, we realize that the cause—the truth of the source of suffering—is
something we need to eliminate.

\o,-8Av$-(}$-ao=-=v-1*}$-0-,-&r#-0#;-8##=-.8m-8#}#-.-Wv+-;-:{#-.:-A-6m$1$},-`o-A-ao=-=v-1*}$-0-+$-k +{-06m,-`o-+{-1$},-`o-A{+-.-9$-;1-9$-+$-9$-`o15
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Wv+-;-0K{,-0:-A-6m$-#}1=-.:-A-0:-1*}$-,=-+{-W:-(1=-=v-R$=-.:-*:-.-B-$,;=-8+=-.-*}0-.:-A{+-+}kk
Once we see that the source of suffering is something that we can eliminate, we see that
the truth of the end of suffering—where we stop this suffering in our own being—is
something to be contacted, and something that we can actually ourselves bring about.
We see then as well that, in order to bring this cessation about, we need to rely upon the
path, and habituate ourselves to it, constantly. Following this process acts to bring us to
freedom, to nirvana.
Gaining the Dharma Jewel
The following piece on how to achieve the Dharma Jewel is from The Cloud of Offerings,
which Pleases the Wise (ACIP digital text S0195), a monastic textbook for Sera Mey
written by Choney Lama Drakpa Shedrup (1675-1748).

8#}#-0+{,-+$-;1-0+{,-#$-:v$-#m=-0&r=-.8m-8/#=-.8m-Wv+-<m-M1-A$-0+{,-.k
&}=-+!},-1&}#-#m-13,-(m+k
The definition of the Dharma Jewel is:
One of the enlightened pair among the four truths found in the mental
continuum of a realized being (an arya), subsumed by either the truth of
the end of pain or the truth of the path to this end.

+{-;-a=-0I}+-:m#=-<m-"}-,=-+A{-,k \o,-Q}0-.8m-&}=-+!},-1&}#-+$-k +},+1-.8m-&}=-+!},-1&}#-#(m=k +$-.}-,mk W=-8Km$-0&r=-#=v1-=}#=-;v$-#m&}=-+!},-1&}#-M1=-9m,k #(m=-.-,mk 8#}#-0+{,-+$-;1-0+{,-M1=-=}kk
In name only, this can be divided into the apparent Dharma Jewel and the ultimate
Dharma Jewel. The first of these consists of the Dharma Jewel in the form of the
teachings, such as the more extensive, the medium, and the brief presentations of the
perfection of wisdom. The second consists of the truth of the end of suffering and the
truth of the path to this end.
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&}=-+!},-1&}#-+{-9},-),-0W+-+$-X,-){k 8#}#-0+{,->m-9},-),-#=v1k ;10+{,->m-9},-),-#=v1-+$-k +$-.}-#=v1-&r+-A{+-<m-8#}#-0+{,->m-9},-),-+$-k
@m-1-#=v1-&r+-A{+-<m-;1-0+{,->m-9},-),-+$-0%=-.-0W+-+$-X,-.8m-@m:-){k
Wv+-R-1-;=k
The Dharma Jewel is possessed of eight high qualities, for it is possessed of the three
high qualities of the truth of the end of suffering; the three high qualities of the truth of
the path to this end; the more general high quality of the truth of the end which includes
the first three; and the more general high quality of the truth of the path to this end which
includes the latter three—which all together makes eight. And this is so because, as The
Latter Part states,

k0=1-1{+-#(m=-1{+-K}#-1{+-.k
k+#-#=;-#({,-.}8m-@}#=-+#-#mk#$-6m#-#$-#m-&#=-K;-0k
k0+{,-#(m=-13,-(m+-%,-){-&}=k
6{=-#=v$=-.8m-@m:k
AicNTyaÖyin:kLpzuiÏVyi´irp]t>,
yae yen c ivragae =saE xmR> sTyiÖl][>,
The Dharma can be defined as follows:
It cannot be thought about, and is never
Involved with the two. It is free of conceptual thinking,
And is pure, and clear, and the antidote.
It is that with which one achieves the freedom
From desire, and includes two of the truths.

+{-9$-:m1-.-06m,-K}#-#{8m-R}=-1v-06m:-'m-W-0-06m,-0=1-.:-1m-ao=-.-+$-k ;=(},-#(m=-%m-:m#=-.-1{+-.-+$-k 3u;-1m,-9m+-A{+-<m-M1-K}#-+$-K;-08m-9},-),#=v1-+$-k
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This verse is making the following respective points. First of all, the Dharma Jewel
possesses the three following qualities. It is not something that can be thought about
with complete accuracy in a logical way, using the reasoning of four permutations or
such. Nor does is it ever involved with either of the two of karma or mental afflictions.
And finally it is totally free of any conceptual way of thinking that is not seeing things in
the right way.

:$-#m-84n,-%$=-;-(},-1}$=-< m-0U+-.-1-bo#=-.=-+#-.8m-9},-),k #,=;v#=-K}#=-.=-#=;-08m-9},-),k 1m-1*v,-@}#=-8'}1=-.=-#({,-.}8m-9},-),+$-X,-.8m-+},-,}kk
The Jewel is also possessed of a high quality of purity, in that the way it perceives objects
is never infected with the mental afflictions. Because it realizes the way that things really
are, it possesses a high quality of clarity. And finally it possesses the high quality of the
antidote, for it destroys everything that would work against it.
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